
Featuring the industry’s best-known portfolio of brands, Federal-Mogul Corporation offers Aftermarket Solutions for engine,  
sealing, steering, braking and routine service repairs for millions of cars, light trucks and commercial vehicles across every  
continent. Federal-Mogul leads the industry with an unmatched spectrum of installer-preferred brands.

Federal-Mogul promises a world-class fusion of OE engineering rigor, precision manufacturing and global aftermarket knowledge,  
while offering an impressive array of innovative products that provide the best technology solution across every repair category.

n Vehicle service professionals and do-it yourself vehicle maintainers worldwide rely on Federal-Mogul for  
 innovative premium ignition and visibility products. These products deliver maximum performance for  
 virtually every vehicle and are designed to upgrade original equipment performance and increase  
 consumer confidence.

n One of the world’s largest manufacturers of original equipment and replacement brake components,  
 Federal-Mogul is committed to driving innovation at the automotive and commercial vehicle wheel-end.
n Our global engineering teams specialize in developing advanced, system-based solutions that help  
 reduce customers’ overall cost of ownership while delivering quiet performance, durability and low  
 NVH (Noise,Vibration and Harshness) characteristics.
n Federal-Mogul technologies have inspired a variety of innovative Aftermarket Solutions enabling  
 distributors and service providers to create thousands of profitable new customer relationships.

n Confident, precise steering response and motion control are crucial elements of the consumer’s vehicle  
 ownership experience.
n While largely “invisible” to the consumer, the components that deliver these characteristics – including ball  
 joints, tie rod ends, u-joints and sealed hub assemblies – are pivotal to ensuring customer satisfaction and loyalty.
n We specialize in developing premium Aftermarket technologies and solutions that exceed the expectations  
 of our customers.

n The global automotive aftermarket benefits by having access to innovative engine and fuel delivery tech- 
 nologies from Federal-Mogul that are helping global OEMs deliver new levels of performance and reliability.
n  Based at advanced technology centers across North America, Europe and Asia, Federal-Mogul research  

and development teams utilize the latest tools, materials and designs to create next-generation power- 
train and fuel delivery solutions that thrive in today’s hardest working aftermarket repair environments.

n  Federal-Mogul is a global leader in the development of innovative gaskets, dynamic seals and sealing 
modules that provide best-in-class performance and reliability.

n Our commitment to developing next-generation technologies keeps Federal-Mogul at the forefront of  
 the design process and first-to-market solutions for replacement components. We pursue technologies  
 that maximize sealing efficiency, increase component service life and solve the issues facing today’s  
 automotive, commercial vehicle and industrial engine repair technicians.
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